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FY23 – back to basics

EQUITY OUTLOOK

EXTERNAL RISKS DIMINISHED

The Russia-Ukraine war has been distressingly long-

drawn, resulting in a humanitarian disaster with large

casualties and a refugee crisis. The contagion on the

global economy, however, has been contained – as is

evident in Brent crude falling 24% since the 7-Mar

2022 high and stabilising at the $100-110/bbl level in

the recent past. Risks to supply-chain disruptions

persist and are affecting multiple sectors and fuelling

inflation. From the markets’ perspective, the worst of

news-flow on the war seems to be over and it poses

limited downside, going forward.

Source: Ambit Capital, Bloomberg

The impact of Fed hikes on equities is also minimal, in

our view. It is now a known event and largely priced

in. We maintain our earlier arguments that hikes, by

themselves, do not pose a threat and some of India’s

best bull runs have been accompanied by rising US

rates. Of course, the risk is that we could be in for a

spell of high inflation and low growth with the Fed’s

actions pushing the Western world into recession.

That is not our base case hypothesis, though it is a

key monitorable.

A word on the market resilience. These external

events triggered a $19bn net outflow via FPIs

between Oct-21 to Mar-22 ($25bn from the

secondary markets) – but the Nifty is down just 5%

from the highs of 19-Oct-21. Near-term FPI outflows

remain uncertain, but we think that the mere slowing

of this selling will trigger a recovery in the market, as

it indeed has in the last 3-4 weeks.

We see the end of a 4–6-month period when the market was disrupted by external factors – the Fed rate hike and

the Ukraine war. The domestic economy should now take centre-stage: growth, opening-up, a strong agri

recovery, and the capex cycle being the key drivers. Broader market returns are likely to moderate from the

CY20/CY21 levels, but individual sectors would continue to present strong opportunities. We remain fully invested

and are focusing on smaller sectors that lie outside the broader Nifty.

Mar-22  1M 3M 6M  1Y 

 Sensex 58,569 4.1% 0.5% -0.9% 18.3%

 Nifty 17,465 4.0% 0.6% -0.9% 18.9%

 CNX-100 17,660 3.8% 0.2% -1.0% 19.3%

 CNX-500 14,895 4.1% -0.7% -1.1% 21.0%

 BSE Mid-cap 24,108 3.2% -3.5% -4.5% 19.5%

 BSE Small-cap 28,216 5.8% -4.2% 0.5% 36.6%

 CNX Mid-cap 29,692 5.2% -2.5% -2.3% 25.3%

 CNX Small-cap 10,436 6.0% -7.6% -4.2% 28.6%

 Performance  (%) 

 Major Indian indices

 Mid-cap and Small-cap Indices

Source: NSE, BSE

 NSE sector indices Mar-22  1M 3M 6M  1Y 

 CNX Bank 36,374 0.5% 2.5% -2.8% 9.2%

 CNX Auto 10,552 -2.5% -3.5% -0.4% 7.0%

 CNX Realty 464 6.2% -4.3% -9.8% 38.7%

 CNX Infrastructure 5,019 4.6% 1.4% -0.1% 22.8%

 CNX Energy 25,822 6.6% 14.1% 13.0% 42.0%

 CNX FMCG 36,288 2.2% -3.4% -10.2% 3.9%

 CNX Pharma 13,584 5.1% -4.5% -6.1% 10.7%

 CNX IT 36,317 7.3% -6.2% 3.7% 40.5%

 Performance (%) 

Source: NSE, BSE
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EQUITY OUTLOOK
DOMESTIC LIQUIDITY NORMALISING

The RBI Monetary Policy Committee decision on Friday

(8-Apr-22) signalled a definitive turn in India’s liquidity

cycle. We do not see a cause for worry for the next 12

to 18 months. We believe that the economy should be

able to absorb higher rates, which anyway would be

well below long term peaks. The RBI decision, in some

way, affirms it’s confidence in India’s economic

recovery. Any negative impact on valuations would be

more then offset by earnings upgrades that would stem

from the strong macro recovery. Richly-valued

companies with weak underlying earnings growth may,

however, underperform in such a market.

4Q EARNINGS OUTLOOK

The upcoming earning season will be the next event for

the market.

- Margins will be in focus, given the spike in

commodity prices. As this chart shows, only a small

share of the Nifty is vulnerable to high commodity

prices: : ~70% is neutral or is positively impacted. It

is a similar picture for the broader indices. Having

said that, we do see consumer companies facing

margin pressure and, possibly, guiding to further

headwinds in 1QFY23.

Source: Ambit Capital, Alchemy Research, “Red negatively 
affected by commodity prices; Grey – unaffected and 
Green – net beneficiaries. Only direct impact has been 
considered” Weights as of 6 Apr 2022

- Revenue growth should start to bounce back,

especially due to a low base effect in 1HCY20. Sectors

affected by the lockdown are likely to show the highest

growth, though investors should focus on normalised

numbers like 3y CAGR or seasonally adjusted sequential

growth. Some sectors like autos continue to be

affected by supply-chain issues. One-off margin shocks

for manufacturing companies remain a key risk, given

the recent volatility in commodity prices.

- Discretionary spends have started to recover, and we

will track evidence of that in the earnings. The

concurrent numbers (4QFY22 and 1QFY23) should

be strong, but the medium-term outlook is the key –

we believe that the cycle will last beyond the post-

pandemic pop but will monitor the earnings and

related management commentary.

MODERATE RETURNS FOR BROAD MARKET

Strong fundamentals

FY23 is likely to see strong fundamentals for the

market. We expect a 2-3 year period of sustained mid-

teen earnings growth for the Nifty – not seen for the

last decade and a half. Moreover, this earnings growth

is likely to be less concentrated among a top few

companies and sectors, unlike in the latter half of the

teens (2011-2020). This should provide a protection

from sudden sell-offs and excessive downside risks over

the next 12-18 months. It also implies that the breadth

of market performance should be much stronger than

it was in the previous decade.

.
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EQUITY OUTLOOK

High Valuations

Seshadri Sen
Head of Research
Alchemy Capital Management Pvt. Ltd.

Source: Alchemy Research

Source: Ambit Capital, Bloomberg

Valuations, however, are elevated. This will moderate returns to at or below the broad EPS growth – which is
the basis for our expectations of muted returns for the overall market. Moreover, some key sectors like
financials and autos face uncertainty of disruption by new age companies; this caps their overall valuation
upside. We also sense this at a micro level – increasingly, we are relying more on earning growth for stock
price upside rather than rerating candidates.
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Alchemy view on Market trends, analysis, and way forward; with additional inputs from industry experts about
the different aspects to superlative asset management.

1. Market Views Market Views - Mar 2022 - YouTube

2. Interviews :

• Mr. Hiren Ved in an interaction with CNBC TV18: Watch the video

• Mr. Hiren Ved in an interaction with Fundtruffle: Read the article

• Mr. Hiren Ved in an interaction with Forbes India: Read the article

MARKET INSIGHTS

*Hyperlinks to other websites made available here are to be accessed at the sole risk of the user; the content, accuracy, opinions expressed, and other
links provided by these resources are not investigated, verified, monitored, or endorsed by Alchemy.
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DISCLAIMER

General Risk factors:

• All products / investment approach attract various kinds of risks. Please read the relevant Disclosure
Document/ Client Agreement/ Offer Documents (includes Private Placement Memorandum and Contribution
Agreement) carefully before investing.

General Disclaimers:

• The information and opinions contained in this report/ presentation have been obtained from sources
believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made that such information
is accurate or complete.

• Information and opinions contained in the report/ presentation are disseminated for the information of
authorized recipients only and are not to be relied upon as advisory or authoritative or taken in substitution
for the exercise of due diligence and judgement by any recipient.

• The information and opinions are not, and should not be construed as, an offer or solicitation to buy or sell
any securities or make any investments.

• Nothing contained herein, including past performance, shall constitute any representation or warranty as to
future performance.

• The client is solely responsible for consulting his/her/its own independent advisors as to the legal, tax,
accounting and related matters concerning investments and nothing in this document or in any
communication shall constitutes such advice.

• The client is expected to understand the risk factors associated with investment & act on the information
solely on his/her/its own risk. As a condition for providing this information, the client agrees that Alchemy
Capital Management Pvt. Ltd., its Group or affiliates makes no representation and shall have no liability in
any way arising to them or any other entity for any loss or damage, direct or indirect, arising from the use of
this information.

• This document and its contents are proprietary information of Alchemy Capital Management Pvt. Ltd and
may not be reproduced or otherwise disseminated in whole or in part without the written consent.

• The information and opinions contained in this document may contain “forward-looking statements”, which
can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “may”, “will”, “seek”, “should”, “expect”,
“anticipate”, “project”, “estimate”, “intend”, “continue” or “believe” or the negatives thereof or other
variations thereon or comparable terminology. Due to various risks and uncertainties, including those set
forth under the Disclosure Document/Offer Documents, actual events or results or the actual performance
may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements.

Regulatory Disclosures:

• All clients have an option to invest in the above products / investment approach directly, without
intermediation of persons engaged in distribution services.

• This document, its contents, especially the Performance related information, is not verified by SEBI or any
regulator.

Alchemy Capital Management Pvt. Ltd. (SEBI Regn No:INP000000365)
B-4, Amerchand Mansion, 16 Madame Cama Road, Mumbai 400 001 | Ph: +91-22-66171700

Website: www.alchemycapital.com | Email: contactus@alchemycapital.com
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